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What a journey it has been! 

First of all on behalf of the WNW group I’d like give a big shout out and thanks to Andy, Rick and Warlord Games for 
the opportunity. For us I think the initiative has certainly had its peaks and valleys but overall it’s been a great 
experience.
Before I get into the details of War on Defor, I’d like to do a bit of a summary of how I felt the initiative went.

Month 1 – Picking your Force and why.
I was quite excited at this stage of the initiative, we’d just been selected to participate and we were now selecting our 
army and 500 point forces. I ended up choosing the Isorians as I really love the look and feel of the army. When it came 
to picking the army list though, I wish I could have turned back time; I should have just selected the 500 point starter 
army. I think this would have been far easier than wracking my brain over a game I knew very little about.

Month 2 – Model Assembly and Painting.
This month started a little slow as our 500 point forces arrived a little later the other groups (I think the guys in the 
U.S.A. were in the same boat as us).
The models themselves have a great amount of character and they are so different to anything I have seen before. 
From memory I had a couple of issues putting the Tsan Ra together as I couldn’t match up which parts belonged to 
which body. The arms and legs had all come off the sprues, making it difficult to match them up. I also had an issue 
with one of the Tsan Ra’s feet, it may have been a miscast, but I found a way to disguise it.
Once I had everything assembled, away I went with my whacky blue and orange scheme!

Month 3 – Painting, thoughts/learning the rules.
Painting was the easiest part of this month, I found it really enjoyable to paint something other than fantasy miniatures. 
Reading the rule book however was a tad overwhelming. I remember picking it up for the first time and thinking it was 
going to take a while to memorize. I found it to be a bit wordy but I got through it… probably need to read through it a 
couple more times.
We also played the drone integration scenario this month, which was a great stepping stone, but I felt we needed a bit 
more information on the actual mission sheet.

Month 4 – First full games.
I really do think I needed to re-read the rule book a couple more times before jumping into the full games. I found we 
were going back to the book constantly as we still didn’t know the rules 100%. That said checking the rule book wasn’t 
a huge issue, it just slowed the game down quite a bit.
This was also the month that had me in a quandary… I was happy to play it as a beer and pretzels game but couldn’t 
see myself playing it at a competitive nature. Most of our games tended to be very one sided and the dice bag 
mechanic sometimes favoured one side more than the other even if they had about the same amount of order dice.
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Month 5 – More games/thoughts/background to your army.
This month I wrote about the leader of my Isorian army, NuHu iMa, I’ve never been much of a writer but I actually 
enjoyed putting this one together. 

And that brings us to month six!
I come into the final month sitting on the edge of the fence, not sure if I was really enjoying Antares. This would be the 
month that would determine where Antares and I would end up. 

Month six was all about the event War on Defor which was hosted by the other Melbourne Initiative group, ‘Noise 
Sector’. We had quite a big build up to the event and I was painting like a mad man trying to get some extra units ready 
for the event, sadly I didn’t get it done but that was a little out of my control.

The event was a 1000 point, 3 game over 1 day structure with the scenarios being: 
* Recover at all costs
* Take and Hold (by Justin Shearer)
* Mosh Pit (which was a scenario added by the guys from Noise Sector). This scenario was similar to one found in 
Warmachine.

I will now run thought a couple of highlights from each game.

Game 1
I played Peter and his Isorian Force. 
Mission: Recover at all costs.
Highlights: The Isorian sniper off! Two snipers start on the board, I get the first action and decide to shoot his sniper, 
Peter fired back as a reaction. We both roll a six for the rapid fire result, both snipers putting through a lot of hits, Pete's 
sniper managed to save all his saves, my poor sniper did not.
My NuHu managed to soak up quite a bit of fire power, I managed to use cover to my advantage.
Pete's X-Howitzer and X-Launcher caused havoc in my lines. He was dropping different munitions every turn making 
my activations really difficult.
Game result: Pete managed to sneak away with the objective in the last turn, was a really fun tight game!

Game 2
I played Jack and his Concord Force. 
Mission: Take and Hold (by Justin Shearer).
Highlights: My Sniper was keeping Jack away from the objectives, hiding behind any terrain he could!
Jack's C3M4 Combat drone wrecked face. My medium support drone shot at it, it shot back and took it off. He also 
managed to take off my light support drones with it.
One Phase squad member managing to pass a break check on the last turn to win the game!
Game result: I managed to scrape in a win here, this one was so close and by far my favourite
game for the event.
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Game 3
I played Geordie and his Concord Force. 
Mission: Mosh pit.
Highlights: Weren't too many highlights on my side of the board. From memory I don't think I destroyed a unit, only a 
couple of figures here and there.
The great NuHu off: I charged my NuHu into Geordie's NuHu and my poor NuHu was destroyed!
Geordie's C3M4 Combat drone doing something similar to Jack's drone, taking off all my weapon drones.
Game result: I was totally out played in this game, Geordie come away with a big win here.

It's funny, in article 4 I said I'd struggle to play this game on a competitive level, however after the War on Defor I feel 
the complete opposite. I think a lot of this comes down to the scenarios we played and the atmosphere of the event. 
The scenarios I felt complimented the game and encouraged players move around the board rather than sit there and 
shoot each other off; there's nothing worse than watching x-launchers and x-howitzers take off your units.

I was a little nervous about the event at the start as I still consider myself to be learning the rules, but it seemed that a 
lot of the guys that rocked up were also still learning the game. I learnt so much during this event and was truly amazed 
at how well I picked up army/unit special rules as the games went on. Maybe being surrounded by like-minded people 
possibly helped rules to stick. I think I may have screwed up a few here and there but I'm still learning the game, that's 
to be expected right?  

Overall the event was run incredibly well, big thanks to the guys from Noise Sector. They were a really friendly bunch 
and I hope to get in touch with them for another game soon.  My only criticism for the event would be I think the guys 
could have allowed a little more time each round as they seemed a little short.

I think with a bit of work a scenario pack could be made for the competitive scene. This may take a bit of work and play 
testing, however, I feel it would help the game grow. War on Defor has given me so much hope for Antares that I am 
now looking at it in a completely different light compared to before the event. I'm now much more excited to play, paint 
and create armies. The biggest thing to come out of it for me, was that it made me want to pick up a second army. 
Which will it be, Freeborn or the Ghar Outcast Rebels?!?!?!?!

For those of you that haven't yet played the game I suggest you give it a crack!
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Unfortunately I was unable to get to attend the highly successful 1000 point tournament. I was however, able to play 
a game against Huw which was a really enjoyable (despite my inability to roll dice that would allow my battle suits 
escape from a Down action) and inevitably another loss for my Ghar.
I thought I’d use my final article to summarise my Beyond the Gates of Antares (BtGoA) journey so far. The only way 
to start a summary is by acknowledging the generosity & terrific communication of Warlord Games and naturally the 
community for putting their hands up to participate. 
The Antares rules and miniatures has not only been embraced by the community, it has has also connected gaming 
groups that will blossom in the future to create a healthy BtGoA relationship in Melbourne.  

My thoughts about the game have been on a rollercoaster over the last 6 months. Initially I was sceptical of the game 
mechanics as it was very foreign to me. Upon reflection, I put this down  to the game swinging heavily in lower point 
skirmishes and lack of experience in our group underutilising terrain and often having our tables more open, a hango-
ver from previous gaming formats. 
For me personally there was a direct correlation between points limit & enjoyment. The last few games in the initiative 
were played with a more experience and more awareness of what to avoid or target, how to better utilise cover, and 
most importantly: how to play the objectives. 
After hearing the stories about the tournament in Melbourne, I have really missed out. From all accounts it was a huge 
success and increased hype around our group for BtGoA was great to see.

I look forward to watching the evolution of the game after this initiative and expanding my mighty Ghar to include more 
punch, ideally with some Bombardment crawlers, Ghar Bomber Squads, and Scutters in support.  Things I’d like to see 
is in the future for all factions is more diverse unit and weapon choices to really customise to your own individual play 
styles. My jury is still out on the hand to hand (or claw) combat mechanic; I guess a few more, higher point games are 
in order!

I’ll close off with another big thank you to everyone at Warlord Games. From game developers, marketing groups, 
designers and artists as well as everyone behind the scenes; your interaction with the community has been second to 
none and makes me think very highly of your products and company brand as a whole. 

Matt
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Sadly, our time with the Initiative has come to an end… but what and end!

The other Melbourne Initiative group held a brilliant tournament “War on Defor” with a good turnout (especially consid-
ering how fresh the system is), and us WNW lads pipped the Noise Sector on the tournament ladder *makes manly 
sounds of superiority*. 
I’ve got to be honest, I didn’t think I’d get through any of my games. Usually we take between 2 and 3 hours to com-
plete a full game and having just a 1 hr 45 per round in the tourney left me a little anxious. What I found though was 
that extra pressure of time force me to make decisions quicker and develop systems to improve the speed at which I 
play. That being said, it was just the first game which my opponent Asher and I didn’t see all the way through – I blame 
the early start… I’m not a morning person. ;)

In the end, I managed to place 5th which is both respectable and a little disappointing; the Bromites were to defend 
their home and only managed to stave off destruction. I guess that means they have bought time to regroup, reorgan-
ise, and retaliate. 

I’ll give a brief summary of my games in the tourney:

So round 1 had me paired up with Asher from the Noise Sector. Coming into it more nervous than I should be (I didn’t 
want to let the WNW boys down) I just ran with my gut, not formulating any real strategy. Asher’s Al Gore’n were able 
to steal the main objective and deflect what little fire power I could bring to bear. 
Although It was a great first game, super enjoyable and all that, I couldn’t help but a taste a pinch of salt at the idea 
that my defeat was sealed (or what felt like) to a pair of double zero rolls to activate units. Let me explain: 

We were about two thirds into the round and Asher had just landed an infantry squad on the objective with the aim of 
running it back to his board edge ASAP. I had a unit of lavamites and a Mass Compactor Work gang unit within assault 
range, both had a pin on them – anything but 0 and I could get in and destroy the objective holder (a matriarch was 
nearby giving command 10). Nup. Double zero. Asher could then safely remove the objective and threw other units in 
the way preventing any chance of I had of reclaiming glory. Sometimes those 10’s can be soul destroying and in this 
case, game ending. 

Second game was a little different. Facing off against Geordie’s Concord, we both had to hold certain points of the 
field. Each player scored more if they held the opposite side to their deployment. 
As my Bros didn’t really have much in the way of long range firepower, running up and getting stuck in was my only 
choice. This was also helped by the large pieces of terrain blocking line of site to Geordie’s troops, granting the mites 
solace.
Unfortunately for my opponent, he was too hesitant to face the combat monsters, preferring to hold back and wait to 
the charge and maybe allow him to shoot my dudes before they came into contact. This hesitation gave me control of 
most of the board and therefore, control of the objectives. My point accumulation was too great to try and come back 
from, so we had a good ol’ scrap at the end for a bit of excitement. 
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The final game for the day finally came around. I was tired and wanted to just have a nice lay down. It’s a good thing 
I didn’t as the best was saved to last. 
Steven was my opponent and Freeborn were his force of choice… an army I’ve not yet the pleasure to play against. 
The scenario was another “hold the area for points” dealio and something that I think I could play fairly easily… which 
was good as my brain was stalling. After an initial burst of speed, firepower and grip ammo launched in my direction 
(a pain to be sure), I was able to move my sprinting lavamites around one flank and remove the threat. My other flank 
was held by the Rock riders, just barely winning a scrap against Steven’s Penguin Riders. 

What was left in the centre were mites and work gangs which made short work of whatever they came up against. 
What was really interesting to see, right at the end of the game, was my unit of mites and mite swarms take on the 
Freeborn “tank” (transport drone I believe). It only took two rounds of combat before it had gathered enough pins to 
send it off the board and thus came Steven’s gracious surrender. A super relaxed and hilarious game. Who’d of 
thought that the Bros were as agile as they were? Almost all my sprint \ agility rolls succeeded on scores of 2 or 3!

…and so the very first Antares tournament held in Australia was run and won. I think I can be happy about placing 5th. 
The Noise Sector did a bang up job! Crongrats guys!

So where to now? Well the event just passed as breathed more excitement into the game. New lists are being written 
and more toys being purchased. I personally have my eyes on the Matronite \ beautiful Bro-mite Brood Mother (my 
eyes have been staring at her for an uncomfortable amount of time). Once she’s had the treatment she deserves, I’ll 
probably pick up the Work Gang with Tractor mauls and an Engineer team. I’m thinking the Engineers might actually 
make a decent combat squad: 
3 dudes, armed with whips, a batter drone and a borer drone (maybe a vorpal charge too). They’d run with another 
unit providing batter protection and then assault with 9 SV1 H2H strikes at +3 Strength on the charge (Hand weapon, 
charge, borer drone).  Yes, they aren’t lavamites, but mites don’t get batter drones!

This Initiative has been a fantastic venture by Andy / Rick / Warlord Games and I commend Andy’s patience with deal-
ing with so many gamers and making sure everyone was sorted. It’s a shame that Australian postal service sucks – I 
think there were a couple of times that parcels from Warlord didn’t arrive and some often arrived late which added 
some stress as we’re also working to deadlines. 
In the end it has been a fun six months; learning a new game, painting and playing with new toys, meeting new people 
and reinforcing my love for the hobby.

Well done Warlord (and Andy )!
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How to Enjoy “Beyond the Gates of Antares”  – by Huw
I have to come clean with you lads and ladies out there. I have to be real. The truth is, from the start of The Antares 
Initiative I haven’t really been enjoying my games. Although the fact that the background is not very fleshed out yet, I 
think it’s great. I also liked the models and I dig most of the rules. But despite all that, I haven’t really had much fun in 
the games themselves. 

That is… until now!

We’ve done it. Our first tournament! Run by our enemies, friends and/or bitter space-rivals The Noise Sector and won 
by The Isorian Shard’s Justin Shearer. Yep, the first Antares tournament in the Southern Hemisphere was a blast. 
You’ve heard all about it from the other WNW crew members and no doubt from the mighty Noise Sector themselves, 
so I’m not going to go into detail about it here. All you need to know about the tournament is that we totally beat them! 
Defor belongs to the mighty Concord. And so it should! I bet those crystal-people feel much happier under the yoke of 
their new hive-mind overlord benevolent Defor Shard. For this article, instead of focusing on the awesome games I 
played at the tournament, I’d like to share some wisdom on how to get the most out of BGA on the tabletop.

In fairness, I have to address my earlier negative comment. I haven’t had much fun particularly with the small games 
we’ve been playing and the truth is, we have been doing it wrong. When we’re talking bald practicalities in relation 
to a tabletop wargame like this, one of the most important to remember is that the rules are designed with a particular 
army size in mind, or at least a reasonable range. This is essential, because any given unit can’t be good in all situa-
tions, which naturally means that army cohesion and combined unit variety really sings with a certain amount of 
models on the table. This is further exacerbated by playing space. As the rule book states, “standard games” should 
be played on a 6” by 4” table, from which we can reasonably extrapolate and identify a ball-park for what Rick was 
imagining an average army would look like.  

By way of example, let’s say the designers decide this sweet spot is 1250-2000 points. The game designer, or in this 
case Rick Priestly, is aiming to balance the game with that range in mind (my experience so far leads me to believe 
that this example is about right for BGA). A unit of lava mites or an X(net)-launcher team can feel very over-powered 
at 500 points all by itself, but I can tell you that in the environment for which they were designed, they feel like merely 
a good choice. In fact, if you play Antares with plenty of varied terrain, at say 1500 points and with a nice mission that 
encourages plenty of movement, it turns out pretty much every unit is a good choice. That’s balance! You want to know 
my opinion (if not you’re in the wrong place)? Balanced wargame = fun wargame. Simple, right? 

Unfortunately, the reverse is also true. That isn’t to say playing Antares in less than ideal circumstances is no fun at 
all. On the contrary, I have had a few magic moments (Lieutenant Teflon sticking it to a Ghar Command Crawler in 
single combat springs to mind), but unfortunately they were too few and far between to make the game feel engaging. 
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Every game of 750 points or below that I have played has been extremely one sided (and that’s both ways before you 
accuse me of being a sore loser!). I admit, I am not exactly drawing from a large sample size, but playing with relatively 
few models in a very simple mission is far too swingy in my humble opinion. I always felt like the game was either over 
before it began, or one bad get-up roll and it’s done (Ghar are particularly vulnerable to this).

Small games are great for learning the game, so if you haven’t played before, by all means smash a few out. However, 
the point I want to drive home here is don’t let that play experience dictate how you feel about the whole game. If 
you’ve bought a few BGA models, but you’re unsure if you like the game yet, I highly recommend you proxy a few 
things (temporarily of course) and try at least a few games adhering to all three of the following guidelines:

• Use a board with dense and varied terrain. 

 • The rule book recommends quite a bit, I’d say use even more than that.

 • You want some large line-of-sight blocking terrain dotted around as well as some low cover and area-terrain, 
               such as forests.

• There should be no straight line that can be drawn from one board edge to the other, without crossing some
   part of a terrain piece (this might be a bit extreme for some people and is the least important rule, but I
               encourage you to try it out).

• Take a variety of different units and play between 1000 and 2000 points.

 • I haven’t played enough games yet to be sure, but my gut tells me that 1500 points is the “sweet spot” for
   Antares at this stage. That should give you a good mix of units on the table and enough should be going on
   to prevent too many major balance issues.

• Play a relatively complex mission that encourages large amounts of movement.

• Complexity is of course a relative term and not as important as encouraging movement.

 • Don’t play a rush to the middle, kill points, victory points (unless incorporated with other objectives) or
               anything that will encourage a static gun-line approach.

 • Objective markers are key here. The more the merrier. I recommend at least six. Preferably, you should
   incentivise the objective markers positioned in your opponent’s half of the board, by making them worth more
   points to your army or similar.
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Follow those simple three rules, play half a dozen games and then tell me BGA is not awesome! That’s the WNW 
challenge.

On that note, I must bid you adieu dear reader. This is the last article from us for the first ever Antares Initiative. If you’re 
ever in Melbourne and you want to play some Antares, get in touch with The House of War in Ringwood, The Freeborn 
Shard or The Noise Sector podcasts on Facebook. I’m sure those guys will be more than happy to hook you up with a 
game. We WNW cats are always keen to get involved too, so mention our name for a fun game guaranteed!

Until next time… May the Shard be with you?

Huw

 • Very few objective markers (say two or less) and you heavily skew the game toward armies that excel in
   close quarters (e.g. Boromites/Ghar). No objective markers, or more accurately, positions on the board that
   your army has to move to, and you heavily favour the Napoleonic gun-line approach.

• Talk to Justin Shearer from The Freeborn Shard if you would like an excellent mission to try out. He has been
   working on one for some time, which I feel is the gold standard for BGA in Australia.
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All of us Wednesday Night Wargamers would say Thank You one last time to Andy, Rick, and 
the whole of Warlord Games. This Initiative has been an unbelievable experience! 

Over and out from Defor

-WNW


